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CODAR: Online Data Analysis and Reduction

Data 
Services

Exascale
Platforms

Applications

CODAR

“online indicates a state of connectivity …
offline indicates a disconnected state” [wikipedia]
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Filesystem/network bandwidth falls behind CPU/memory: Fewer bytes/operation

Couple application tasks
online rather than via
file system, to:
1) Reduce I/O costs 
2) Reduce storage needs
3) Enable online response

Motivation: The widening compute-data gap

Summit: 150 PF/sec, 1 TB/s to diskà One million FLOPS per double
Exascale: 1 EF/sec, ~1 TB/s to disk à Ten million FLOPS per double!
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Thus, our key motif: Online data analysis and reduction

Traditional approach: 
Compute…output…analyze [offline]
Write simulation output to secondary 
storage; read back for analysis 

Decimate in time when simulation output 
rate exceeds output rate of computer

New approach:
Online data analysis and reduction
Co-optimize simulation, analysis, reduction 
for performance and information output 

Substitute CPU cycles for I/O, via online data 
(de)compression and/or online data analysis

Provide the right information at the right time and place 
to accelerate discovery! 

Time

Activity 1 Activity 2

Time

Activity 1

Activity 2
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Can couple tasks 
via file system?End-to-end Application workflow Yes: Not our concern …

No: Too much data to output, store, or 
analyze offline. Must couple tasks online. 

Which tasks?

Online reduction Online analysis

Application + Reduction

Application + Analysis
Online coupling

Application + Application
Online aggregation

Many Applications

The motif decomposed
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Can couple tasks 
via file system?End-to-end Application workflow Yes: Not our concern …

No: Too much data to output, store, or 
analyze offline. Must couple tasks online. 

Which tasks?

Online reduction Online analysis Online coupling Online aggregation

Application + Reduction

Application + Analysis Application + Application

Many Applications

WDMApp: Fusion 
whole device model

1M atoms, 
1B steps à
32 PB 
trajectories

NWChemEx: 
Molecular dynamics

XGC GENEInterpolator

CANDLE:
Cancer deep learning

ExaFEL: 
X-ray laser imaging

Hyperparam. optimization:
103–106 training runs, each 
fitting many parameters

The motif decomposed
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Cross-cutting co-design questions

Can couple tasks 
via file system?End-to-end Application workflow Yes: Not our concern …

No: Too much data to output, store, or 
analyze offline. Must couple tasks online. 

Which tasks?

Online reduction Online analysis

Application + Reduction

Application + Analysis
Online coupling

Application + Application
Online aggregation

Many Applications

The motif decomposed

What are the best 
data analysis and 
reduction algorithms 
for different application 
classes and exascale
systems, in terms of 
speed, accuracy, and 
resource requirements?

What are tradeoffs in data 
accuracy, resource needs, 
and application performance 
among analysis and reduction 
methods and for different 
placement strategies? How 
do tradeoffs vary with 
exascale hardware and 
software choices?

How can we effectively 
orchestrate online activities 
to simplify evaluation of 
tradeoffs and reduce 
associated overheads? How 
can exascale hardware and 
software help with 
orchestration?
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Infrastructure – Matthew	Wolf	(Lead)
• Cheetah:	Bryce	Allen,	Tahsin	Kurc,							

Kshitij Mehta,	Li	Tang,	Lipeng Wan
• Savanna:	Philip	Davis,	Manish	Parashar,	

Pradeep	Subedi,	Tong	Shu,	Justin	Wozniak
• Chimbuko:	Abid Malik,	Line	Pouchard
• TAU:	Kevin	Huck,	Allen	Malony,	Sameer	

Shende,		Chad	Wood

Data	Reduction	– Franck	Cappello	(Lead)
• MGARD:	Mark	Ainsworth,	Jong	Choi,	

Ozan	Tugluk
• Z-checker:	Julie	Bessac,	Sheng	Di,				

Emil	Constantinescu

Data	Analysis	– Shinjae Yoo (Lead)
• Anomalies:	Gyorgy Matyasfalvi
• FTK:	Hanqi Guo,	Tom	Peterka
• Hierarchical:	 Wendy	Di
• Visual	Analytics:	Klaus	Mueller,	Wei	Xu

Management	– Ian	Foster	(Lead)
• Scott	Klasky
• Kerstin	Kleese	van	Dam
• Todd	Munson	(Deputy)
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Four topics that Iaddress here
1. The software architecture that factors the computational motif into kernels 

that can be implemented at the highest possible performance on the exascale
architectures. Our strategyy for addressing performance portability across 
multiple exascale architectures

2. How we address usability across multiple applications, both the targeted 
ECP applications and the broader set of potential applications for which this 
motif appears prominently. The APIs and workflows that facilitate integration 
into such applications

3. The process by which we engage with ECP applications stakeholders
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(1a) CODAR architecture enables five things

A. Select analysis and reduction modules to meet application needs

B. Configure application with multiple computation, analysis, reduction components

C. Perform a run with specified number of nodes and component mapping to nodes

D. Collect reduction quality and application/workflow performance information

E. Perform a set of runs, collecting performance and reduction quality information 

and analyzing the results
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Library of 
analysis & 
reduction 
modules

A) Select analysis and 
reduction modules to 
meet application needs

Each module addresses 
needs of specific class 
of data 

https://github.com/codarcode/TODD (soon)
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Application data

Analysis

Science
App

Reduce

Library of 
analysis & 
reduction 
modules

CODAR data API abstracts 
communication

B) Configure application 
involving multiple 
science, analysis, 
reduction components

Z-checker

https://adios2.readthedocs.io
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Savanna

Analysis

Application data

Analysis

Science
App

Reduce

Library of 
analysis & 
reduction 
modules

C) Perform a run with specified 
number of nodes, mapping of 
components to nodes, use of 
NVRAM, etc. 

Savanna tool manages 
mapping and computation 
on different computers and 
using different mechanisms 

MonitorZ-checker

https://github.com/codarcode/savanna
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D) Characterize 
reduction quality

Savanna

Z-checker

Application data

Analysis

Science
App

Reduce

Z-checker tool characterizes 
reduction quality from many 
perspectives

https://github.com/codarcode/Z-Checker
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D) Characterize 
reduction quality 
and computational 
performance

Savanna

Z-checker

Application dataCo-design data

Other co-design 
output 
(e.g., Z-checker)

Analysis

Science
App

Reduce

Z-checker tool characterizes 
reduction quality from many 
perspectives

TAU and Chimbuko tools 
capture and process 
computational 
performance data

Performance 
data

https://github.com/codarcode/Chimbuko
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Impact

Scalable Observation System for TAU performance data

• How can ECP application developers get a holistic view of performance 
data and metadata from all components of a scientific workflow?

• How can ECP application developers monitor high-level performance 
data from workflows, and control its execution accordingly?

• Scalable Observation System (SOS) integrated with TAU to aggregate 
performance data for runtime monitoring and control.

• Collaborating within CODAR to integrate with Cheetah, Savanna, 
Chimbuko for parametric study design and provenance understanding.

• Collaborating with NWChemEx, WDMApp as science drivers.

• SOS enables runtime monitoring and control of complex 
workflows with distributed data sources using data 
aggregation and/or distributed queries of time-series 
data.

• Integration with Chimbuko allows for targeted, detailed 
trace data collection limited to anomalous performance 
events.

• Exploring distributed autotuning, optimization for 
runtime frameworks such as RAJA (non-ECP 
collaboration).

Scope & Objectives

Project Accomplishment

Figure 1: SOS topology in typical TAU deployment.

• Integrated TAU and SOSflow with coupled XGC/GENE Fusion application to provide 
runtime monitoring of high-level metrics such as per-iteration FLOPs and memory 
consumption (HWM, RSS) across all ranks, visualized in real time.

• Designed and implemented high-speed data caching infrastructure in SOSflow to handle 
high-volume, large scale data aggregation for Chimbuko.

• Integrated with Chimbuko framework to feed performance anomaly detection analysis and 
trigger export of preceding trace and provenance for post-mortem visualization and 
analysis.

Deliverables: Pouchard et al., “Prescriptive Provenance for Streaming Analysis of Workflows at Scale”, NYSDS 2018 (to appear); Xie et al., “Performance 
Visualization for TAU Instrumented Scientific Workflows”, IVAPP 2018; SOSflow: https://github.com/cdwdirect/sos_flow; TAU: http://tau.uoregon.edu

Compute Nodes

Application

TAU

SOSd listener

Aggregation
Node(s)

SOSd
aggregator

SOS analysis

SOS 
client

Application

TAU SOS 
client

Application

TAU SOS 
client

Application

TAU SOS 
client

Aggregation
Node(s)

SOSd aggregator

extract

Anomaly
Detection

Analysis & visualization

extract

Figure 2: SOS / Chimbuko
integration for anomaly detection.
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E) Perform a set of runs while varying 
job characteristics and collecting 
performance information  

Savanna

Z-checker

Application data

Cheetah
Experiment 

configuration 
and dispatch

User monitoring and  
control of multiple 
pipeline instances

Co-design data

Store 
experiment 
metadata

Performance 
data

Other co-design 
output 
(e.g., Z-checker)

CODAR 
campaign 
definition

AnalysisJob launch

Science
App

Reduce

Library of 
analysis & 
reduction 
modules

https://github.com/codarcode/cheetah
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Cheetah example: WDM co-design study

Sweep Specification

Code 
Config

Machine 
Config

Workflow 
Config

Run-000

Run-001

Run-002

Run-xxx

…

Campaign

Profiling

Co-location

1 2

Job 
scheduling

Job 
Monitoring

Runtime 
controls

3

Performance
Report

4

Job 
Management

Report
Generation

Reduction
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Cheetah example: WDM co-design study

Sweep Specification

Code 
Config

Machine 
Config

Workflow 
Config

Run-000

Run-001

Run-002

Run-xxx

…

Campaign

Profiling

Co-location
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Job 
scheduling

Job 
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Runtime 
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TODD: Toolkit for Online Data Discovery

Analysis
• FTK: Feature detection and tracking using 
machine learning

• Z-checker: Compression quality analyzer

• Performance anomaly detection

• Adaptive sampling for particle trajectories

• Multiple VTK-m and Ascent modules for 
online analysis and visualization, e.g.:

– Ray casting
– Iso-surfaces
– Others

Reduction
• MGARD: Adaptive multilevel compression

• Numerical optimization-based compression

• SZ: Lossy compression

• ZFP: Lossy compression

• Various lossless compression methods

Key:
Developed by CODAR
Developed by others

https://github.com/codarcode/TODD (soon)
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Z-checker for characterizing reduction performance

Z-checker uses analysis modules to 
compare the initial data set and the 
reduced dataset. The input engine 
features multiple reader modules.

Data Visualization Engine

C
on

fig
ur

at
io

n 
Pa

rs
er

Output Engine

Input Engine

Data Source (stream, file, etc.)
with formats (HDF5, NetCDF, 

ADIOS, binary data format, etc)

Analysis Kernel
Data Property 

Analyzer
Compression 

Checker

3rd-party 
Connecter

3rd-party 
Library 

(R, FTTW)

Z-server

https://github.com/codarcode/Z-checker

Z-server
SSH

forwarding

Z-Viz

Z-Check Z-Check Z-Check Z-Check
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(1b) Performance portability across architectures
Our performance portability goal is to enable 
identification of online coupling configurations 
that perform well on an architecture:

1. API, Savanna, Cheetah makes it easy to 
experiment with alternative mechanisms 

E.g., alternative communication layers, task placements, 
memory vs. NVRAM, compression params, etc, etc. 

2. Z-Checker, TAU, and Chimbuko provide for performance monitoring and 
feedback (including at runtime)

Online analysis and reduction of performance data, e.g. to adapt compression rates 

3. We integrate high-performance implementations of methods (e.g., ADIOS, SZ, 
ZFP, Z-Checker)

4. If the methods we develop (e.g., MGARD) require optimization on specific 
machines, then we can take on that task
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(2) Usability across applications
The “CODAR data API” provides a typed I/O abstraction, enabling plug-and-play 
integration of application, analysis, and reduction components

Analysis, reduction, and monitoring components provided by TODD can all be used 
in different applications.

Cheetah, Savanna, Z-Checker, TAU, and Chimbuko are all application independent

1
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Usability across applications

GENE
interpolator

XGC
PETSc

TAU TAU

Lustre

ADIOS
MGARD
Z-checker

ADIOS
SZ

Z-checker

VTK-m	physics	plots

VTK-m	
reduction	plots

VTK-m	 image	plots

SOSFlow

VTK-m	performance	 plotsVTK-m	
reduction	plots

ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST
ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST

FTKADIOS-SST

VTK-m	 feature	 plots

ADIOS-SST

Savanna/Cheetah
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Simulation	Phase

Force	Field	 (4pgr.top) NWChem

Other	file(s)	-- 4pgr_md.rst

Analysis	
(Adaptive	
Sampling)

TAU TAU

SOSFlow

ADIOS-SST

Reduction

Anomaly
detection

Visualization

Chimbuko

ADIOS-SST Savanna-Cheetah

VTK-m	 chemistry	plots

ADIOS-SST
VTK-m	 	analysis	plots

ADIOS-SST

Lustre

Usability across applications
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(3a) Broad engagements with applications:
Infrastructure Integration and Co-design Studies
• Coordinated effort from application development, software technology, and co-design 
teams

–Application workflow including online data analysis and reduction needs
–Integration of required software technologies into infrastructure
–Orchestration of workflow using developed co-design software
–Run, collate, and analyze experimental results from study

• Enable new science and improved performance by application development teams

• Leverage experience from these engagements to produce miniapps that capture data 
analysis and reduction patterns

• Examples: WDMApp, NWChemEx, CANDLE

• Under discussion: Urban data, EQSIM (seismology)
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WDMApp workflow

GENE
interpolator

XGC
PETSc

TAU TAU

Lustre

ADIOS
MGARD
Z-checker

ADIOS
SZ

Z-checker

VTK-m	physics	plots

VTK-m	
reduction	plots

VTK-m	 image	plots

SOSFlow

VTK-m	performance	 plotsVTK-m	
reduction	plots

ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST
ADIOS-SST

ADIOS-SST

FTKADIOS-SST

VTK-m	 feature	 plots

ADIOS-SST

Savanna/Cheetah
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WDMApp demonstration
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NWChemEx adaptive sampling
• Motivation

– Not all trajectories are interesting
– Sampling only significant phase change events

• Challenges
– Atoms vibrate significantly
– Difficult to compress

• Approaches
– Manifold learning for trajectories

• Learn the intrinsic relations among time points
• Less vibrational noise than original space
• Effectively compress high dimensional coordinates
• Matrix sketch of trajectories

– Important / Interesting event detection
• L2 normalized gradient changes
• Mean filter for smoothed trajectories
• Weighted reservoir sampling of gradient changes

Low-dimensional	manifold	projection	
of	different	state	of	MD	trajectories
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CANDLE workflow and demonstration

• CANDLE workflows produce many medium-sized 
machine learning models

–Cache these on compute node storage for 
possible later use

–Flush to global filesystem before end of run

• This activity
–Integrates Swift/T workflow system with 

DataSpaces client for caching
–Accelerates workflow performance
–Enables novel training strategies (parameter 

sharing)
–Provides an opportunity for workflow-based 

data analysis and I/O reduction
–Demonstrate the utility of node-local storage for 

complex workflows

Swift/T training workflow
CANDLE

benchmark
TensorFlow

CANDLE

TensorFlow

…

Parallel FS

DataSpaces
Good NN model
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(3b) Focused engagements with applications:
Data Analysis and Reduction Methods
• Targeted engagement with application team members to identify novel methods

–Smaller engagements between a small number of team members
–Fill gaps in available methods (e.g., feature tracking across timesteps)
–Cover full range of data types (e.g., structured, unstructured, or particle data)
–Exhibit unique data access patterns (e.g., multigrid or hierarchical access)

• Abstract and prototype general capability to address needs; demonstrate offline; evaluate
–Exploration phase: improved statistical metrics for compression quality analysis 

(ExaSky, WDMApp, others), numerical optimization based compression (EXAALT)
–Development phase: adaptive sampling (NWChemEx), feature tracking kit (WDMApp), 

multilevel data reduction (Combustion), performance anomaly detection, hierarchical 
data analysis (ExaSky implementing in CosmoTools) 

–Completion phase: functional data analysis (WDMApp)

• Provide artifacts to engage the community 
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Completed: Hierarchical Data Analysis (ExaSky)
• Many scientific data analysis problems require

– Discovering latent/intrinsic structure within the data
– Grouping the data into corresponding clusters
– Performing operations on the respective groups

• Hierarchical data analysis methods exploit nested structure to improve performance

• Our hierarchical method to approximate the most bound point (MBP) shows dramatic speedup 
compared to other common approaches

Result of applying hierarchical 
method for various sets of 
halos. Left plot shows the 
time comparison with brute 
force method, while the right 
plot shows the approximation 
error from both the location 
error and MBP value error.
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Development: Feature Tracking Kit (WDMApp)

• Feature tracking is needed by all sciences. It can reduce the 
amount of data to store, while preserving insights

• Our online feature tracking kit contains
– Core building blocks

• Tracking graph for event characterization
• Abstraction for a zoo of features,

including points, lines, surfaces, and regions
– In situ coupling

• Integration with Decaf and ADIOS
• Task-parallelism for in situ feature 

extraction and feature tracking
– Algorithms

• Deep learning/machine learning
• Statistical approaches
• Topological approaches

Preliminary results of 
blob detection with U-Net

Blob tracking workflow
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Community engagement

• Scientific Data Reduction Benchmarks
– Public collection of scientific data sets for performing 

comparisons
– Community can contribute datasets, compression 

tools, metrics, analysis methods, etc. 

• 14 datasets as of 8/22/18
– Climate, cosmology, light sources, combustion, 

fusion, molecular dynamics, and others
– Image, particle, array, and other types

https://sdrbench.github.io/
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Some lessons learned
• Engagement with applications is essential but care is needed to maximize impact

– Full-press demonstrations provide many benefits but are resource intensive
– Focusing resources on development of good online coupling mini-apps for use in co-design studies can 

reduce resource needs, but impact may be more diffuse
– Engage with other co-design centers as a route to greater impact?

• Novel data analysis methods provide another path towards development miniapps
– Support application needs, while developing a general capability

• The continuous integration problem
– CODAR must integrate N components, each on multiple computers and often with multiple compilers. 

Each component has reliability Ri < 1. Rtotal = ∏ 𝑅𝑖$ << 1. 
– Cheetah is useful for uncovering problems, but not (yet) for diagnosing and correcting them
– Needed: Continuous (or at least periodic) integration for all components

• Co-design engagements with exascale hardware and software are challenging due to time scales
– For example, mechanisms are needed to launch, monitor, and manage sub computations
– Solution: Use mini-apps to communicate needs
– MPIX_Comm_launch as an exemplar
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This research was supported by the  Exascale Computing 
Project (17-SC-20-SC), a joint project of the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Office of Science and National 
Nuclear Security Administration, responsible for delivering a 
capable exascale ecosystem, including software, 
applications, and hardware technology, to support the 
nation’s exascale computing imperative.

At exascale, you will need ten million
FLOPS per double written to storage!!

The compute-data gap will continue to 
widen forcing a tradeoff between
computing and I/O

Online coupling, including with 
analysis and reduction, is part of the 
answer to making this tradeoff

Recap


